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B. Background to the Risk Preparedness Workshop  
 

B.1 Brief Background 

The two-week training course on Risk Preparedness was held at the Great Zimbabwe National 

Monument World Heritage Site, Zimbabwe from Monday 6th May to Saturday 18th May 2013. 

The UNESCO World Heritage Centre has for the past few decades been concerned with 
challenges facing World Heritage Sites (WHS). These included conservation, management, land 
use changes and maintenance of buffer zones, exploitation of resources such as minerals from 
both the core areas and buffer zones of listed properties, and general governance issues that 
often compromise authenticity of such properties. Reactive monitoring and other interventions 
have been put in place to address these. However, considering the complexity of issues 
surrounding or leading to the identified challenges, there has been a realization that there is 
need for capacity building programs for State Parties. As such, since the late 1990s, UNESCO 
and ICCROM have been developing and running training programs for managing threats at 
WHS. This included, among others, the development of Guidelines and Manuals on Risk 
Management, which have been used in the past years for capacity building courses and 
workshops in Africa and elsewhere.  
 
Despite this intervention, WHS continue to face conservation and risk management challenges. 
This has been illustrated by the Second Cycle of Periodic Reporting in the Africa region, which 
has shown that WHS are increasingly at risk from varying types and magnitudes of threats.  
 
In accordance with the World Heritage Convention, the Second Cycle of Periodic Reporting for 

the Africa region took place in 2009-2011. The report noted that over and above the ongoing 

capacity building initiatives by the UNESCO World Heritage Centre and ICCROM, there is need 

for region-specific and site-specific capacity building programs to address risk. The Guidelines 

and Manuals developed over the past decade must be implemented in a more customized way 

to address site-specific challenges.  

 

The Periodic report identified four priority areas to be addressed in the region: 

i. Direct community involvement and benefits from World Heritage Properties; 
ii. Recognition, implementation and documentation of traditional management systems; 
iii. World Heritage reconciling conservation and development needs, and; 
iv. The protection of World Heritage Properties in conflict and post-conflict areas. 

 
In response to the report, the Africa World Heritage Fund (AWHF), in collaboration with the 
UNESCO World Heritage Centre, ICCROM, Ecole du Patrimoine Africain (EPA), the Centre for 
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Heritage Development in Africa (CHDA) and the Nordic World Heritage Foundation (NWHF), 
developed an Implementation programme to start addressing the priority areas identified in the 
periodic report. The programme consists of a number of activities, including this training 
workshop on risk preparedness. 

Cultural heritage properties are increasingly being exposed to different threats. There has been 
a realization that there is lack of capacity in dealing with risk, both as a threat to heritage 
properties at site-level and regional-level. This training workshop, which was site specific, aimed 
at enhancing the knowledge and building capacity of heritage practitioners, disaster risk 
professionals and communities on risk preparedness and the mechanisms for protecting, 
conserving and managing cultural World heritage properties. It was implemented by the Centre 
for Heritage Development in Africa (CHDA).  

 

 

Group photo of participants of the Anglophone Risk Preparedness Workshop, inside the Great Enclosure,  
Great Zimbabwe WHS 
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                            The workshop room where lectures occurred Workshop in session 

 
Dr Gamini Wijesuriya presenting to the group   Field excursion 
 
 

B.2 Objectives and expected results  

The main objective of the training workshop was to provide an overview of the various types of 
risks threatening world heritage properties. In particular, the workshop was intended to develop 
knowledge and skills among heritage professionals to enable them to: 

 Undertake risk assessment by analyzing vulnerabilities and disaster risks to heritage sites; 
 Formulate and implement risk management plans for cultural heritage that correspond to 

the local and regional planning and disaster management plans and policies; 

 Build an integrated system for disaster risk management of cultural heritage, 

incorporating mitigation, preparedness, response and recovery measures. 

 Establish a support network for risk management through building capacity needed to 
formulate comprehensive risk preparedness plans. 

 
The expected results of the training workshop are the following: 

 The participants have gained experience and knowledge in the various aspects of 
disaster risk management and preparedness of heritage properties. 

 A network for communication and professional exchange established for heritage 
professionals and local custodians  
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B.3 Target Audience 

The training targeted African heritage professionals and stakeholders affiliated with cultural 

World Heritage Properties or properties on the tentative list. The training was aimed at site 

managers, conservators, curators, community members and related professionals, not 

necessarily within the heritage sector, such as disaster risk professionals. The project was open 

to participants from all African countries. Female practitioners and community members were 

encouraged to apply. 

 

B.4 Workshop approach 

The workshop approach combined both theory and practice, a strong emphasis was placed on 

the practical component. Participants were expected to do pre-workshop preparations by 

identifying and assessing risks at the sites they were affiliated to. This exercise was intended to 

familiarize participants with risk management issues in their respective countries. 

Training lectures aimed to provide academic support to the participants to help develop risk 

management plans and mitigate risk for cultural heritage in their own countries. The field based 

learning, through site visits and practical demonstrations at Great Zimbabwe National 

Monument, aimed to provide the participants with the opportunity to apply the learnt 

knowledge in practice. Discussions and individual/group presentations allowed the participants 

to interact with each other to share their own experiences and to discuss management issues 

common to all sites. Great Zimbabwe World Heritage Site was used both as a case study and 

for practical application of the acquired knowledge learned through the classroom theoretical 

process. 

   

 
Group photo at the Great Enclosure   Group photo in front of the Fire Engine 

 

 
C. Training preparation and coordination 
 
Members of the Coordination Team from CHDA and AWHF worked as a team, in close 
collaboration with the key resource persons and the contact person at the host organization, 
Mr. Lovemore Mandima, in preparing for and coordinating the training. Mr. Peter Okwaro, the 
Coordinator of the Movable Heritage Program led the CHDA coordination team, working closely 
with Miss Dorothy C Madamba, an intern from Zimbabwe under the Periodic Reporting 
programme and Mr. Mahmud Mohamed, the CHDA Accountant. Ms. Pamela Mac Quilkan the 
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Assistant Programs Coordinator represented AWHF on the Coordination Team. The team 
worked closely with Dr. Gamini Wijesuriya, the Head of the Sites division at ICCROM, Mrs. 
Nonofho Ndobochani from the University of Botswana and Karalyn Monteil from UNESCO World 
Heritage Centre in preparing the workshop logistics and training content. 
 

D. Resource persons 
 
The team of resource persons comprised of: Dr. Gamini Wijesuriya, ICCROM; Ms. Nonofho 

Ndobochani, University of Botswana; Mrs. Karalyn Monteil, UNESCO World Heritage Centre; and 

Mr. Kassim Omar, CHDA. Dr. Frederick. Kasese and Mr. Maxwell Chingadza were invited as local 

resource persons to make presentations on general disaster preparedness and on fire risks 

respectively (See appendix II for profile descriptions of the resource persons) 

 
E. Activity programme 
 

To achieve the objectives of the training, the two week workshop was divided into 12 modules, 

listed below (See appendix I for workshop programme). Dr. Gamini Wijesuriya was the lead 

resource person during the first week of the training which focused on introducing the concepts 

and planning process of disaster-risk preparedness. At the end of the week, each participant 

presented a framework risk plan for their site, focusing on the 3 steps of the planning process. 

Dr. Wijesuriya led the teaching/learning discussion in the following modules: 

1. Management of World Heritage Sites 

2. Introducing Key Concepts and Principles for Disaster Risk Management of   Cultural 

Heritage 

3. Planning for Disaster Risk Management 

4. Methodology for Assessing Disaster Risks to Cultural Heritage Property 

5. Prioritizing risk mitigation Options      

6. Emergency preparedness and response 

7. Recovery and rehabilitation       

 

The second week of the training workshop was led by Mrs. Nonofho Ndobochani with a number 

of presentations given by other resource persons, including local resource persons. The second 

week was more practical, with participants working on a more detailed risk management plan 

for the Great Zimbabwe World Heritage Property.  

The following presentations were made during the week: 

8: Impact assessment in light of risk preparedness  Mrs. N. Ndobochani 

9:1972 Risk Framework and Mali Case Study  Mrs. K. Monteil 

10: Risk Management in Historic Living Towns,    

Case study of Lamu and Mombasa Old Town  Mr. K. Omar 

11:  Preparedness against fire as a risk in the Great  
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Zimbabwe region: Plans, equipment & strategies   Mr M. Chingadza 

12: How the Government Has Managed Risks That Have   

Occurred in the past: A Case Study of Cyclone Elene Dr. F Kasese 

 

F. Workshop Proceedings 
 
The following topics were discussed in each presentation: 

 
F1:  Management of World Heritage Sites     

 The World Heritage Convention of 1972 and the evolving definition of OUV and the 
criteria; 

 Management requirements for each nomination (management plans and management 
systems); 

 Development stages of a management plan; 
 The multiple environments surrounding heritage; 
 Encouraging an integrated approach to heritage management ; 
 Examples of Sri Lankan architectural monuments and the risks associated with them. 

 

F2:  Introducing Key Concepts and Principles for Disaster Risk Management of 

Cultural Heritage   

 Examples of sites that have experienced disasters; 
 Fire, earthquakes, terrorist attacks, volcanic ash and war as disaster risk, with practical 

examples; 
 Post disaster risk to cultural heritage, exclusion of important stakeholders, demolishing 

before archaeological assessments have been done; 
 -Development and implementation of disaster risk management plans for heritage sites 

cannot be done by heritage professionals alone. There is a need to engage specialists 
and the sectors dealing with disaster; 

 Definition of disaster, hazard, vulnerability and risk; 

 Causes of disaster risks, examples of disaster risk and mitigation measures taken; 

 Technical issues of erosion. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

A Class in session 
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F3: Planning for Disaster risk management 

 Heritage site management plans: the planning process (data gathering, assessing 
significance, condition assessments, setting a vision); 

 Disaster risk reduction plan: the process (before, during and after); 
 Practical exercises with participants working in groups to develop disaster risk 

management plans for Great Zimbabwe and also working individually on sites they are 
affiliated to. 
 

F4:   Methodology for Assessing Disaster Risks to Cultural Heritage Property 

 Risk factors and potential negative impact on the site; 
 The negative impacts disasters can have on sites; 
 Risk identification and analysis; 
 Sources of information ; 
 Evaluation of existing management systems for disaster risk reduction; 
 Site observation ; 
 Risk evaluation (high, medium or low risk). 

 

F5: Prioritizing risk mitigation options    

 Definition and introduction to risk mitigation; 
 Risk mitigation plan; 
 Types of mitigation measures. 

 

F6: Emergency preparedness and response 

 Preparedness- evacuation plan, signage, emergency supplies, equipment, and the team. 
 

F7: Recovery and rehabilitation      

 Disaster action plan: examples from different types of heritage sites, activities, 
documentation, restoration; 

 Damage assessment, protection, rescue, and retrieval of heritage. 
 

F8: Impact assessment in light of risk preparedness   

 Legislation on environmental management at international level; 
 Legislation in Africa; 
 Stages of impact assessment: screening, scoping, impact assessment and evaluation; 
 Mitigation options; 
 Decision making, implementation and evaluation. 

 

F9: 1972 risk framework and the Case Study of Mali 

 The 1972 Risk framework 
 State of Conservation online database created by WHC 
 UNESCO actions for safeguarding Mali’s cultural heritage; 
 The importance of ratifying the World Heritage Convention; 
 Awareness raising at different levels; 
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 Involving many stakeholders; 
 Creation of a special fund, among other steps, in the process of safeguarding Mali’s 

cultural Heritage. 
 

F10: Risk Management in Historic Living Towns, Case study of Lamu and Mombasa 

Old Town 

 Case study of living World Heritage Sites; 
 Risk and threats in the towns; 
 Conservation interventions and degrees of success (mitigation measures). 

 

F11:   Preparedness against fire as a risk in the Great Zimbabwe Region: Plans, 

equipment and strategies 

 Fire rescue operations and equipment; 
 Challenges faced; 
 Fire assessment for Great Zimbabwe National Monument; 
 Proposed strategies for safeguarding the site against fires; 
 Encouraging partnerships (stakeholder involvement). 

 

F12:  Management of past risks by the Government of Zimbabwe: A Case Study of 

Cyclone Elene 

 Zimbabwe’s disaster profile, citing the range of disasters the country is prone to 

 Quotes from the national policy on disaster management; 

 Overview on existing Legislation; 

 The existence of a disaster fund; 

 Responsible authority and departmental profiles; Specific examples of constraints faced 

in response to the Cyclone Elene disaster, the impact and the response and the 

existence of disaster preparedness plans and on-going research as well as staff 

development as preparatory measures. 

 Among the issues yet to be addressed was the issue of relationships among stakeholder 

institutions. 

 

G. Site Visits 
 

Three practical site visits took place to different sections of the Great Zimbabwe National 

Monument WHS for research and application of different concepts learnt during the course. 

Research was done in groups and findings were reported back in the form of Power Point 

presentations. There was also an excursion to Lake Kyle/Mutirikwi National Park for all 

participants.  
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H. Summary of Discussions 
 

There were several important issues that came up during discussions and exchanges following 

presentations by the various resource persons. For example, following Dr. Wijesuriya’s 

presentations on Reflections on World Heritage and Management issues linked with disaster risk 

reduction, there was an observation and general agreement by the participants that heritage 

has to be made an integral part of people’s lives. Without this, it will soon become irrelevant to 

people.   

Following participants’ introduction of the sites they are affiliated to, a common risk was 

identified which appeared to affect numerous properties, namely sea wave action, which tends 

to cause erosion and therefore damage the properties and erode away the land. It was also 

noted that this risk is exacerbated by climate change, which is causing a rise in sea levels. The 

recently listed Fort Jesus World Heritage Site is an example of the sites experiencing this 

problem. It was suggested that there is a need to organize a workshop or project which focuses 

specifically on this issue and involving experts in the field. 

After presentation on key concepts and principles for disaster risk management of cultural sites, 

there was the realization that it may not be possible to stop disasters totally. However, it was 

agreed that all efforts must be made to reduce the risk such disasters cause to people and the 

heritage properties. It was also noted that there are always conflicts between built heritage 

conservation requirements and religious needs by communities. These conflicting interests are 

not just with communities, but also with other stakeholder institutions, including cases of 

overlap of heritage acts. An example was given of a conflict in one state party between the 

heritage act and the minerals act where one act would then override another in a conflict 

situation. Debate around these issues of conflict reached a conclusion that all stakeholders need 

to be involved in the process of heritage risk management and general conservation from the 

very beginning and at every stage. All relevant pieces of legislation remotely affecting heritage 

must be taken into consideration during risk management planning. The terms ‘participatory 

management’ and ‘integrated approach’ were stressed as the better approach. Participants 

acknowledged the need to value indigenous knowledge systems and approaches to heritage 

disaster risk management and the need to learn from the community instead of imposing new 

ideas.The relationship between the community and heritage practitioners came up as a very 

important part of the process. Communities need to be empowered and enabled to be part of 

the decision making processes involving their heritage, through activities such as capacity 

building workshops for the communities. To underline the importance of this, participants 

adopted a statement from the International Conference on ‘Living with World Heritage in Africa’ 

held in South Africa from the 26th-29th September 2012, for the African celebration of the 40th 

Anniversary of the World heritage Convention, which states: “Nothing for us without us, without 

us, you are against us”. It was observed that communties live with the heritage and are 

therefore the key custodians; the first available whenever there is a disaster and most affected 

in the event of the disaster.   
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It was also agreed that community involvement in World Heritage management process must 

start from the site nomination process, especially the setting of site boundaries and buffer 

zones. They must, from the onset, understand what it means and what is in it for them and the 

right channels of approach must be identified and employed e.g. through Village Development 

Co-operations VIDCOs and the headsmen/local community leaders.  

The role of the community was even more stressed by the suggestion that sites should have 

functional community emergency response units, which should sign Memorandums of 

Understanding with the heritage institutions on modalities for cooperation in the management 

of the heritage property.  

There were many examples, from heritage properties represented in the workshop, of conflicts 

related to site values – where the values recognized by heritage professionals and those seen 

by the communities clash. This generated the question: “who owns the monuments?”. A 

conclusion was drawn, that culture is diverse and there has to be more than one approach to its 

conservation and management, including the fact that in some sites the community may take 

leadership over the management of sites. 

From the presentation on Impact Assessments, issues arose regarding the “political muscle” 

that overrides heritage issues with specific examples from participating countries and the need 

to conduct impact assessments across the board.  

After the presentation on disaster management by Dr Kasese, participants noted the lack of 

knowledge among heritage practitioners about other public or private sectors involved in 

disaster management. The issue of funding options for disaster risk management was discussed 

and it was suggested that a trust fund could be set up, where the tourism sector and other 

sectors directly or indirectly benefiting from World Heritage Sites may contribute. 

Discussions after the presentation by Ms Karalyn Monteil on the 1972 Convention and the 

workings of the World Heritage Centre noted that heritage institutions are working 

independently of other parties such that some participants present were not aware of the role 

of UNESCO or the work of cluster offices as well as services available to their countries. 

Participants were encouraged to work closely with UNESCO Cluster offices and National 

Commissions for UNESCO in their countries to implement their projects and approach Ministries 

for funding for some of their projects. 
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Risk Identification field exercise                 Participants identifying risks on the site 

A Case Study of the Great Zimbabwe National Monument WHS 

 

  
Plants undermine the integrity of the stone walls              Group work 
 

 

     

 
The Fire Department of the Municipality of Masvingo gave the participants a demonstration on use of the fire engines 
to explain a point on their recommendations on fire mitigation at Great Zimbabwe National Monument WHS. 
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I. Official Opening/Closing ceremony 
 
The ceremony was performed on the last day of the workshop, 17th May 2013, by the 
Permanent Secretary at the Ministry of Home Affairs, Mr Melusi Matshiya, representing the 
Minister, Mr Kembo Mohadi. The board members and the Deputy Director of the National 
Museums and Monuments of Zimbabwe were also present, along with the Director of the 
National Archives of Zimbabwe. Certificates of participation were handed out to all participants 
by the guest of honour. (See appendix IV for the certificate template). 
 

  
Permanent Secretary Melusi Matshiya   International Museums Day Celebrations 
handing over certificate to a participant 
   

 
The International Museums Day is held annually in Zimbabwe and revolves around a national 
quiz. The day was held this year at Great Zimbabwe World Heritage Site on the last day of the 
workshop, 17th May 2013, after the closing ceremony.  
 

 
At a local curio market                                                Taking a well-deserved coffee/tea break 
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J. Evaluations  
 
Evaluation forms for the training were completed by participants. The questionnaire aimed at 
assessing the success of the workshop and participants satisfaction with the various aspects of 
the workshop, including organization, presentation of content, relevance, among other aspects. 
All participants completed the questionnaire and sufficient information was generated to draw 
accurate conclusions about the training activities. The analysis of the questionnaires is currently 
on-going. 

 

K. Workshop Results and Outcomes 
 
The workshop achieved the following results: 
 

a) 23 participants trained in the various aspects of disaster risk management and 
preparedness of heritage properties; 

b) 17 frameworks for disaster-risk plans created for 13 World Heritage Sites, 4 tentative 
listed sites, and 1 for the National Archives of Zimbabwe which included: 

i. Kunta Kinteh (James Island) WHS, The Gambia; 
ii. Cradle of Humankind WHS, South Africa; 
iii. Asante traditional buildings WHS, Ghana; 
iv. Necropolis of Memphis (Saqqara Archaeological Site) WHS, Egypt; 
v. Osun Osogbo (Sacred Grove) WHS, Nigeria; 
vi. Twfelfontein WHS, Namibia; 
vii. Fasil Ghebbe and Gondar Region WHS, Ethiopia; 
viii. Chongoni WHS, Malawi; 
ix. Island of Mozambique WHS, Mozambique; 
x. Fort Jesus WHS, Kenya; 
xi. The Ruins of Kilwa Kisiwani and Songo Mnara WHS, Tanzania; 
xii. Ziwa National Monument, Zimbabwe; 
xiii. Bunce Island, Sierra Leone; 
xiv. Ngwenya Mines, Swaziland; 
xv. Thaba-Bosiu National Monument, Lesotho; 
xvi. Sai Island, Sudan; 
xvii. National Archives of Zimbabwe, Zimbabwe. 

c) 1 detailed framework disaster-risk plan created for Great Zimbabwe National Monument 
World Heritage Site; 

d) A network for communication and professional exchange established for heritage 
professionals and local custodians. 

 
 
 

L. Conclusions and Recommendations 
 

The training workshop on risk preparedness successfully achieved the expected results. 
However, at this stage not all the objectives can be fully assessed, i.e. whether the participants 
are able to formulate and implement disaster-risk management plans. This objective can only 
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be assessed in the long term. Follow-up is needed over the next 6 months on a regional, local 
and institutional level to ensure the participants have enough support to formulate their plans.  
 
Follow-up workshops are suggested for future risk preparedness programmes in order to ensure 
that the training workshops result in physical risk management plans. A recommended structure 
to follow is the AWHF World Heritage Nomination training Programme which comprises of three 
phases: a training workshop, a follow up phase of 6 months and a follow up workshop. This 
would ensure that the objectives are achieved. The follow up workshop could then place 
emphasis on the implementation of the plan, which is an important aspect that is difficult to 
convey in initial training workshops. Another recommendation is that risk preparedness 
workshops be implemented at national level as this will enable more participants from a site to 
attend and will ensure stronger support from the State Party. 
 
A closer link should be created between the training workshop and the field project, both within 
the Implementation programme of the Second Periodic Report in Africa. Participants from the 
training workshop should be encouraged to apply for the field project in order to consolidate 
the knowledge they have learnt and to strengthen the support network of experts on risk 
management in Africa. The ultimate goal is to create a functional network of African experts on 
risk management and preparedness. 
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Appendix I: Training Workshop Programme 
 

WEEK ONE 

Time Monday 6 Tuesday 7 Wednesday 8 Thursday 9 Friday 10 Saturday 

11 

Sunday 12 

 

09:00-

10:30 

Opening 

ceremony 

 

 

 

 

 

AWHF, 

CHDA, GZ 

Lecture on 

introduction to 

the Planning 

Process 

 

 

 

Gamini 

Practical work 

Collecting 

information for 

values/Risk 

Assessment – 

using GZ 

 

Gamini and 

Nonofho 

Lecture on 

Response 

 

 

 

 

 

Gamini 

Participants 

prepare the 

framework for 

developing the 

DRM for their 

sites.  

Field work 

and 

excursions 

 

 

 

 

Peter 

Rest day 

10:30-

11:00 

Tea Break Tea Break Tea Break Tea Break Tea Break   

 

11:00-

12:30 

Introduction to 

the workshop 

-Background 

and objectives  

 

Introduction –

participants, 

expectations. 

 

AWHF 

 

Group work- 

Identifying the 

scope and key 

stakeholders 

 

 

 

 

 

Gamini and 

Nonofho 

Identifying and 

assessing 

values/risk = 

using GZ 

(Steps to 

prepare 

mitigation 

strategies) 

 

Gamini 

Group work 

on Emergency 

preparedness 

and response 

procedures 

 

 

 

 

Gamini and 

Nonofho 

Participants 

prepare the 

framework for 

developing the 

DRM for their 

sites. 

Field work 

and 

excursions 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Peter 

Rest day 

12:30-

14:00 

Lunch break Lunch break Lunch break Lunch break Lunch break   

 

14:00-

15:30 

Reflections on 

World 

Heritage and 

their 

management 

issues- linking 

with disaster 

risk reduction.  

 

Gamini 

Lecture on 

Identifying 

values and  risk  

 

 

 

 

 

 

Gamini 

Lecture on 

Mitigation 

(Principles , 

approaches and 

techniques) 

 

 

 

 

Gamini 

Lecture on 

Recovery 

Including Post 

Disaster 

Needs 

Assessment, 

Identifying 

the needs 

 

Gamini 

 

Presentations of 

framework by 

participants 

-discussion 

 

*South Africa  

* 

Mozambique  

 

Gamini and 

Nonofho 

Field work 

and 

excursions 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Peter 

 

Rest day 

15:30-

16:00 

Tea Break Tea Break Tea Break Tea Break Tea Break   

 

16:00-

17:00 

Lecture on 

introduction to 

key concepts 

 

 

 

Group work: 

Assessing 

values and risks 

of your own 

site 

 

Group work; 

Issues and 

approaches to 

mitigation at 

participants’ site 

 

Group work 

on recovery 

 

 

 

 

Presentations of 

framework by 

participants 

-discussion 

 

* Namibia  

Field work 

and 

excursions 

 

 

 

Rest day 
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Gamini 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Gamini and 

Nonofho 

 

 

 

 

 

Gamini and 

Nonofho 

 

 

 

 

 

Gamini and 

Nonofho 

* Egypt  

* Zimbabwe –

Ziwa 

* Lesotho   

 

Gamini and 

Nonofho 

 

 

 

 

 

Peter 

 

WEEK 2 

 Monday 13 Tuesday 14 Wednesday 15 Thursday 16 Friday 17 Saturday 

18 

Sunday 19 

 

09:00

-10:30 

Risk 

preparedness 

in light of 

heritage 

impact 

assessment 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Nonofho 

Major disaster 

risks in the 

Great 

Zimbabwe 

region and how 

the Gov’t 

manages them.  

 

Government 

Disaster 

Management 

Department 

 

Nonofho 

World heritage 

committee 

strategy for 

reducing risk 

from disaster  

 

Discussions 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Karalyn 

Risk 

Management 

in Historic 

Living towns: 

The 

experience of 

Lamu World 

Heritage Site 

and Mombasa 

Old Town 

 

 

 

Kassim  

Closing 

remarks  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

AWHF, 

CHDA 

EXCURSI

ONS 

departures 

10:30

-11:00 

Tea Break Tea Break Tea Break Tea Break    

11:00

-12:30 

PRESENTATI

ONS – risk 

preparedness 

frameworks  

 

* Nigeria  

* Sierra Leone 

* Malawi  

 

 

 

 

Nonofho 

 

Group exercise 

to reflect on 

major disaster 

lecture  -using 

GZ 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Nonofho 

Mali case study  

 

DVD 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Karalyn  

Group 

Presentations 

on Zim 

Exercise by 

participants  

 

Group A – 

mitigation  

Group B – 

response or 

preparedness   

 

Nonofho and 

Pamela 

International 

Museums and 

monuments 

day 

EXCURSI

ONS 

departures 

12:30-

14:00 

Lunch break Lunch break Lunch break Lunch break Lunch break   
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14:00-

15:30 

PRESENTATI

ONS – risk 

preparedness 

frameworks 

 

* Tanzania  

* Swaziland  

* Sudan  

 

 

 

 

 

Nonofho 

Preparedness 

against fire as a 

Risk in Great 

Zimbabwe 

region: Plans, 

equipment, 

response 

strategies. 

 

Local Fire 

Department 

 

 

Nonofho 

 

SOC search 

database and 

providing some 

examples of 

site showing 

statutory 

reaction to risk 

and disaster 

 

 

 

 

 

Karalyn 

Group 

Presentations 

on Zim 

Exercise by 

participants  

 

Group C – 

Recovery   

Group D – 

implementatio

n and 

monitoring  

 

Karalyn and 

Pamela  

International 

Museums and 

monuments 

day 

EXCURSI

ONS 

departures 

15:30-

16:00 

Tea Break Tea Break Tea Break Tea Break     

 

16:00-

17:00 

PRESENTATI

ONS – risk 

preparedness 

frameworks 

 

* Kenya  

* Ghana  

*Zimbabwe –  

archives  

 

Nonofho 

Group exercise 

to reflect on the 

preparedness 

against fire 

lecture  - using 

GZ 

 

 

 

 

Pamela 

PRESENTATI

ON – risk 

preparedness 

frameworks 

 

* The Gambia  

* Ethiopia  

*Great 

Zimbabwe  

 

Nonofho 

GENERAL 

DISCUSSION

S AND 

OBSERVATI

ONS   

 

 

 

 

Pamela and 

Peter  

International 

Museums and 

monuments 

day 

EXCURSI

ONS 

departures 

 

 
APPENDIX II : Resource Persons’ Profiles 
 
Dr. Gamini Wijesuriya 

 
Gamini Wijesuriya holds a BSc and MSc in architecture from Sri Lanka, a 

MA History/Historic Preservation from the USA, a MA Archaeology/Heritage 

Management from the UK and a PhD from the Netherlands. Since 2004, 

Gamini has been attached to the Sites Unit of ICCROM as a Project 

Manager where he is the Coordinator of the course on Conservation of Built 

Heritage, and the deputy coordinator of World Heritage activities. From 

1983 to 1999, he was the Director of Conservation of the Department of 

Archaeology of the Government of Sri Lanka, and  was responsible for the 

Heritage Conservation Program of the country. From this, he brings a wide 

range of field experience related to conservation and management of historic buildings, 

archaeological sites, and urban centres including World Heritage Sites. During this period, he 

was in charge of the restoration of one of the World Heritage Properties destroyed by terrorists 
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in Sri Lanka. From 2001 to 2004, he was the Principal Regional Scientist of the Department of 

Conservation of the Government of New Zealand and  was involved in developing science and 

research strategies enabling conservation to be underpinned by the best scientific knowledge.  

These positions provided him with the opportunity to be involved in conservation decision 

making from national to the grassroots level. Gamini also brings a wide variety of international 

experience in conservation and management of built heritage through his work with the 

UNESCO World Heritage Centre and other international organizations since 1983. He has many 

publications to his credit on philosophical, technical and managerial aspects of conservation and 

management of heritage. 

Mrs Nonofho Ndobochani 

Nonofho Ndobochani holds a Bachelor of Arts (BA) degree in Humanities 

(specializing in Archaeology) and a Master of Philosophy (M.Phil) degree in 

History (specializing in Heritage Management). She is currently pursuing her 

PhD in Archaeology, with Heritage Management, at the University of Cape 

Town, South Africa. She has technical skills in many areas of management, 

including performance management systems and leadership, work 

improvement strategies, conservation, inventory and documentation of dry 

stonewalls and conservation and management of rock art among others. 

Mrs Ndobochani has considerable experience in archaeological research and heritage 

management, gained through working for 12 years with the Botswana National Museum and 2 

years with the South African Heritage Resources Agency, holding in both cases senior positions 

that required her to exercise her knowledge and skills in archaeological surveys, excavations, 

basic curation of cultural material, conservation and management planning as well as heritage 

policy formulation. She also has experience in conducting archaeological surveys, site mapping, 

assessing site significance, data processing and analysis, as well as in heritage legislative 

framework, formulation of heritage guidelines/standards and heritage management plans.  

 

Ms. Karalyn Monteil 

Ms. Karalyn Monteil holds a Master of Arts in Museum Studies and a 
Bachelors Degree in Communications, Marketing and English. She started 
working with UNESCO in October 2001as an editorial assistant for the 
publication, World Heritage Review, in the World Heritage Centre-Paris. 
Today, her responsibilities have grown to include working on projects to 
preserve cultural heritage in post-conflict and post-disaster zones, 
including the most recent conflict in Mali.  
 
In 2004, Karalyn began working in the Museum Section of UNESCO on a 
range of assignments in developing countries, varying from large-scale 
pilot projects for safeguarding endangered museum collections in 
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Pakistan, Yemen and Mali among others, to small-scale museum-to-museum partnership 
projects in Burkina Faso, Egypt, East Timor, Tanzania, etc. She also worked on a U.S.-funded 
project for the “Emergency preservation of the endangered collections of the National Museum 
of Afghanistan” for several years, which focused on reconstructing the damage from decades of 
civil war and Taliban rule.  
 
After the earthquake in Haiti in January 2010, Karalyn became her section’s focal point for Haiti, 
and was involved with UNESCO’s efforts to assist the Haitian government in its reconstruction 
efforts, notably through the creation of an International Coordination Committee for the 
Safeguarding of Haiti’s Endangered Cultural Heritage (ICC-Haïti). 
 
In August 2012, Karalyn returned to the Africa Unit of the UNESCO World Heritage Centre, as 
an Assistant Programme Specialist for Culture. 
 

Mr. Kassim Omar 

                                            Mr. Omar is a registered architect and heritage practitioner with 
over 17 years’ experience in the management of cultural 
heritage. He participated in the initial AFRICA 2009 course on 
Conservation and Management of Immovable Cultural heritage 
and later went on to be a trainer in the same programme till its 
conclusion in 2009. Mr. Omar has a wealth of experience in the 
preparation of management plans for a large variety of heritage 
sites including living old towns, forts, old buildings, cultural 
landscapes such as sacred groves and caves. He has the 
following qualifications: Bachelor of Architecture, University of 

Nairobi 1992, a Master’s of Science, University of Bradford 1997 and a Doctor of Philosophy, 
University of Nairobi, which is currently on going. He was previously employed as the Principal 
Architect and Head of Mombasa Old Town Conservation Office, and is currently the Acting 
Director at the Research Institute of Swahili Studies for Eastern Africa (RISSEA)- National 
Museums of Kenya and the Interim Director of CHDA. 
 

Mr Maxwell Chingadza 

Mr. Chingadza is the Provincial Fire Officer in Masvingo Province of Zimbabwe, based at the 

Provincial Headquarters at Masvingo City. 
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APPENDIX III: List of participants 

 
 PARTICIPANTS & 

AFFILIATION 
COUNTRY POSITION CONTACT DETAILS 

1 Mags 
Pillay 
Cradle of 
Humankin
d WHS 
 

South Africa Director/site 
manager of the 
WHS 

Mags@gauteng.net; 
mags@gauteng.net 
Telephone : 011 085 2513,  
                  +2711 085 2482 

2 Ahmed El Naggar 
Necropolis of Memphis 
 (Saqqara Archeological 
Site) WHS 
 
 

Egypt Site planner, 
Ministry of State 
for Antiquities 
Affairs 

amadonaggar@hotmail.com 
Mobile :+2 01 224038887    
Home   :+2 02 26135013 

3 Toyin Eunice Ajayi 
OsunOsogbo (Sacred 
Grove) 
WHS 
 
 
 

Nigeria Senior assistant 
higher heritage 
officer 

ajatoy@gmail.com 
+234 813 9629 925,  
+234 813 9629 925 
 

4 Alma Nankela 
Twyfelfontein 
WHS 
 

Namibia Rock Art 
Archaeologist, 
National Heritage 
Council Of 
Namibia 

alma@nhc-nam.org 
amnankela@gmail.com 
Tel: +264817410676 
+26461244375 

5 Getnet Yigzaw 
FasilGhebbe 
and Gondar 
Region WHS 
 
 
 

Ethiopia Senior Tourism 
facilitation expert. 

gech_fasilgibe@yahoo.com 
+251912648624 

6  FodayJallo
h 
Six sites on 
the 
Tentative 
List  

Sierra Leone Director of 
Cultural Affairs 

tourism_culture@yahoo.com 
fodjay@yahoo.com 
fodjay073@gmail.com 
+232 33214344 
+232 76682590 
+232 88040840 

mailto:Mags@gauteng.net
mailto:mags@gauteng.net
mailto:amadonaggar@hotmail.com
mailto:ajatoy@gmail.com
mailto:alma@nhc-nam.org
mailto:amnankela@gmail.com
mailto:gech_fasilgibe@yahoo.com
mailto:tourism_culture@yahoo.com
mailto:fodjay@yahoo.com
mailto:fodjay073@gmail.com
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7 Lamin 
Trawally 
Kunta Kinteh 
(James 
Island) WHS  

The Gambia Community 
representative of 
WHS 

ltrawally22@hotmail.com 
(+220) 773 43 11 / 316 29 01 

8 Michael 
Campbell 
KuntaKinteh 
(James 
Island) WHS  

The Gambia Monuments and 
museums officer, 
NCAC 

lilmike_308@hotmail.com 
 
 (+220) 793 00 16 / 393 00 61 

9 Benjamin Afagbegee 
Asante 
traditional 
buildings 
WHS  

Ghana Architect and 
conservator 

booleanboon@yahoo.com 
hapymay@gmail.com 
+233-243351563 
Office: +233 30 2664268 

10 Mbarak 
Abdulqadir 
Fort Jesus 
WHS 
 

Kenya Site manager and 
principal curator 

mabdulqadir@museums.or.ke 
abuamar02@hotmail.com 
+254 0722 943 999 

11 Pauline Chiripanhura 
Ziwa 
National 
Monument 
(tentative 
list) 

Zimbabwe Assistant Curator 
Archaeology 

pautapfuma@gmail.com 
tapfumapauline@yahoo.com 
+2632063630/+263733792753 
 

12 Shadia Abdo 
All sites in 
Sudan 
 
 

Sudan Curator, National 
corporation for 
antiquates 
&museums – 
Khartoum 

shadiabdu@yahoo.com 

13 Dr. 
Alexandre 
Antonio 
Island of 
Mozambique 
WHS 

Mozambique Head of 
Department of 
Monuments, 
National 
Directorate of 
Cultural Heritage 

alexamazambane@yahoo.com.br 
+258 84 555 66 88 

14 Leqaphela 
Liphoto 
Thaba-Bosiu 
National 
Monument  
(tentative list)  

Lesotho Site manager  lhliphoto@yahoo.co.uk 
(00266) 63204722 

mailto:ltrawally22@hotmail.com
mailto:lilmike_308@hotmail.com
mailto:booleanboon@yahoo.com
mailto:hapymay@gmail.com
mailto:mabdulqadir@museums.or.ke
mailto:abuamar02@hotmail.com
mailto:pautapfuma@gmail.com
mailto:shadiabdu@yahoo.com
mailto:alexamazambane@yahoo.com.br
mailto:lhliphoto@yahoo.co.uk
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15  
Benjamin 
Lopanda 
Chongoni 
Rock Art 
WHS 

Malawi Assistant 
conservator 

lopandab@yahoo.co.uk 
+265 999352528 
+265 888734410 

16 John Kimaro 
The Ruins of 
KilwaKisiwa
ni and 
SongoMnar
a and 
Kondoa rock art WHS 

Tanzania Assistant Director, 
Conservation and 
Technology 

Kimarojohn@live.com 
+255 784 633047 
+255 767 633047 
+255 716 941146 

17 Temahlubi Dudu 
Nkambule 
Ngwenya 
Mines 
(tentative 
list) 
 

Swaziland National 
Monuments 
officer, Swaziland 
National  Trust 
Commission 

temahlubin@gmail.com 
Mobile: +268 76121311  
Office  : +268 24161516 
Home  : +268 24728128 

18 TafadzwaBvocheko 
(Prod
ucer/
Prese
nter) 
 

Zimbabwe Zimbabwe 
Broadcasting 
corporation (ZBC) 
sfm 

tbvocheko@zbc.co.zw 
tbvocheko@cooltoad.com 
+263773551978 

19 TodiniRunga
nga 
Great 
Zimbabwe 
National 
Monument WHS 

Zimbabwe Ass. Curator of 
Archaeology 
NMMZ 

todinirunganga@gmail.com 
eddytodini@yahoo.co.uk 
+263 7724 496 423 
 

20 NyaradzaiMa
duro 
Great 
Zimbabwe 
National 
Monument WHS 

Zimbabwe Assistant curator 
of Ethnography 
NMMZ 

nyaradzaimaduro@yahoo.com 
 

21 ChimbidzikaiMapfumo 
UNESCO 
 
 
 

Zimbabwe UNESCO Harare 
Cluster office 

c.mapfumo@unesco.org 
 

mailto:lopandab@yahoo.co.uk
mailto:Kimarojohn@live.com
mailto:temahlubin@gmail.com
mailto:tbvocheko@zbc.co.zw
mailto:tbvocheko@cooltoad.com
mailto:todinirunganga@gmail.com
mailto:eddytodini@yahoo.co.uk
mailto:nyaradzaimaduro@yahoo.com
mailto:c.mapfumo@unesco.org
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22 VainahGu
mise 
(Producer/
Presenter) 

Zimbabwe ZBC vinagumise@yahoo.com 
 

23 Tafadzwa
Chigodora 
 
 
 

Zimbabwe Archivist at 
National Archives 
of Zimbabwe 

tchigodora@archives.gov.zw 
 

24 Rudo 
Karadzandi
ma 
 
 

Zimbabwe Archivist National 
Archives of 
Zimbabwe 

rkaradzandima@archives.gov.zw 
 

 RESOURCE PERSONS COUNTRY ORGANISATION CONTACT DETAILS 
25 NonofhoNd

obochani 
 
 

Botswana University of 
Botswana 

ndobochani.nonofho6@gmail.com 

26 GaminiWijesu
riya 
 

Rome, Italy ICCROM gw@iccrom.org 

27 Karalyn 
Monteil  
 
 

Paris, France UNESCO World 
Heritage Centre 

K.Monteil@unesco.org 

28 Kassim 
Omar  
 
 

Kenya CHDA director@heritageinafrica.org 

 COORDINATION 
TEAM MEMBERS 

COUNTRY ORGANISATION CONTACT DETAILS 

29 Peter 
Okwaro 
 
 
 

Kenya CHDA okwarodp@heritageinafrca.org 

30 Pamela Mac 
Quilkan 
 
 
 

South Africa AWHF PamelaM4@awhf.net 

mailto:vinagumise@yahoo.com
mailto:tchigodora@archives.gov.zw
mailto:rkaradzandima@archives.gov.zw
mailto:ndobochani.nonofho6@gmail.com
mailto:gw@iccrom.org
mailto:K.Monteil@unesco.org
mailto:director@heritageinafrica.org
mailto:okwarodp@heritageinafrca.org
mailto:M4@awhf.net
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31 Dorothy 
Madamba  
 
 
 

Zimbabwe CHDA chipomarvel@gmail.com 
+263772 933 071 

32 Lovemore
Mandima 
 
 
 

Zimbabwe Great Zimbabwe 
National 
Monument WHS 

greatzimmonuments@yahoo.com 

 
 

Appendix IV: Copy of Certificate awarded to participants 
 

 

 

 

mailto:chipomarvel@gmail.com
mailto:greatzimmonuments@yahoo.com

